Emotional and non-emotional facial behaviour in patients with unilateral brain damage
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SUMMARY Aspects of emotional facial expression (responsivity, appropriateness, intensity) were examined in brain-damaged adults with right or left hemisphere cerebrovascular lesions and in normal controls. Subjects were videotaped during experimental procedures designed to elicit emotional facial expression and non-emotional facial movement (paralysis, mobility, praxis). On tasks of emotional facial expression, patients with right hemisphere pathology were less responsive and less appropriate than patients with left hemisphere pathology or normal controls. These results corroborate other research findings that the right cerebral hemisphere is dominant for the expression of facial emotion. Both brain-damaged groups had substantial facial paralysis and impairment in muscular mobility on the hemiface contralateral to site of lesion, and the left brain-damaged group had bucco-facial apraxia. Performance measures of emotional expression and non-emotional movement were uncorrelated, suggesting a dissociation between these two systems of facial behaviour.

The neuropsychological mechanisms involved in the facial expression of emotion have been the subject of a number of recent investigations.1,2 While the majority of these studies have used normal adult subjects, several have examined facial behaviours in brain-damaged populations. Studies in normal subjects have documented that the left side of the face (or “hemiface”), presumably controlled by the right cerebral hemisphere,3 moves more extensively4-6 and appears more intense7-10 during emotional expression than does the right hemiface (but see also11). Studies of facial emotional expression in brain-damaged patients12-15 also have suggested a special role for the right hemisphere in emotional expression. In these studies, right brain-damaged patients, relative to left brain-damaged patients and normal controls, are more impaired in the production of facial emotional expressions.

The main purpose of this study was to elucidate aspects of facial emotional expression that have previously been associated with unilateral brain damage. Facial expressions from an earlier study13 were re-examined, and three aspects of facial behaviour were analysed: appropriateness, intensity, and responsivity. These parameters were selected because of observations in the clinical literature that right hemisphere pathology is associated with inappropriate affect,16 flattened affect,17 and low levels of arousal.18 To our knowledge, there has been no attempt to examine systematically these various aspects of facial expression in a brain-damaged population. As in our previous work with normals,5 we employed measures of expression appropriateness to address the issue of inappropriate affect, measures of intensity to address the issue of “flat affect,” and measures of responsivity to address the issue of decreased arousal. In addition to providing a more qualitative analysis of facial expression deficits, the approach adopted for this study permits an examination of the interrelationships among these various measures. It would be important from a theoretical perspective to ascertain whether impairments in responsivity, appropriateness, and intensity are independent and separate from each other or whether they reflect a common
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A second purpose of this study was to examine how facial movement relates to the expression of facial emotion. While outcomes of facial emotional expression studies typically have been ascribed to central (that is, cerebral) processing mechanisms, the possibility that these findings could reflect other characteristics of the face has to be considered. Studies of normal subjects have reported that asymmetries in emotional facial expression are not correlated with asymmetries in non-emotional muscular mobility or in hemiface size. In brain-damaged patients, it remains to be determined whether deficits in facial motor behaviour, such as facial paralysis, might contribute to impairment in facial emotional expression. Such deficits could affect the brain-damaged patient's ability to execute tasks of facial emotion, and could influence the examiner's judgements about behaviours associated with such tasks. For example, the face of a patient with a dense central facial paralysis may appear so distorted or unusual that any emotional expression would be perceived as inappropriate. Also, a patient with restricted mobility of the facial musculature might produce emotional expressions of limited intensity, creating the impression of flattened affect. Finally, a patient with buccal-facial apraxia may be unable to respond to a command to use his or her facial muscles to express an emotion.

In the current study, measures of facial emotion (under posed and spontaneous conditions) were correlated with measures of related facial movements. Posed expressions were studied in a manner designed to parallel directed clinical examination of affect; spontaneous expressions were elicited to provide a naturalistic analogue for "clinical observations" of patient behaviour. Aspects of facial movement considered in this report were non-emotional hemiface mobility, facial paralysis, and buccal-facial apraxia.

Methods

Subjects

Background data Subjects were right-handed (by self- or family-report) adult males with unilateral right brain-damage (RBD) (N = 12) or left brain-damage (LBD) (N = 15); 16 normal males (NC) served as controls. The three subject groups did not differ significantly on demographic variables, with an overall mean age of 57 years (SD = 8.1), 13 years of education (SD = 2.8), and an occupational level of 3-9 (SD = 1.5) as measured by the Hollingshead-Redlich seven-point scale.

Neurological data Patients were tested at least one month after onset of illness (median = 9 months) and only were included in this study if their lesions were the result of a cerebrovascular accident and if there was a negative history of psychiatric disorder, psychotropic drug treatment, or secondary neurological disorder (such as epilepsy, dementia).

Evidence of the unilateral and focal nature of the lesion was confirmed by CT in all but two cases, where clinical data from neurological examination were used. Fourteen (63%) of the patients had lesions restricted to the cortex and/or subcortical white matter, while the remainder had cortical lesions which extended to subcortical grey matter structures (for example, basal ganglia, thalamus). The patient groups were similar with regard to the distributions of their lesions. The percentages of patients with lesions in a particular region, for RBDs and LBDs respectively were: frontal—58%, 60%; parietal—92%, 67%; temporal—58%, 67%; occipital—17%, 7%; subcortical white matter—83%, 60%; and subcortical grey structures—50%, 27%. Using the Fisher exact probability test to examine the frequency of RBD and LBD patients with or without a lesion in each region, none of the comparisons were significant. (Since the sensitivity of CT scanning is limited, other lesions that were not detectable by this method may have been present in these patients.) At the time of testing, the majority of each patient group had sensory-motor deficits on the side contralateral to their lesion. These deficits were hemiplegia (58% of RBDs, 60% of LBDs); central facial paralysis (75% of RBDs, 80% of LBDs); and visual field loss (58% of RBDs, 47% of LBDs). Fisher tests were conducted, and, again, there were no significant group differences. Although all of the LBDs were aphasic (3 Broca's, 2 Mixed Nonfluent, 2 Globals, 2 Conductions, 4 Wernicke's, 2 Unclassifieds), all had adequate auditory comprehension (mean Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination z-score = −0.88, SD = 0.70) and cognitive functioning (mean WAIS Performance IQ = 94, SD = 16) to perform the experimental tasks. All subjects had intact basic visual perception, as assessed by the ability to correctly describe two slides, that is, a kindergarten classroom scene and a Thematic Apperception Test card.

Dimensions of non-emotional facial movement In order to determine whether the brain-damaged groups were equivalent on facial movement, videotapes of subjects' faces were rated for facial paralysis (resting face) and hemiface mobility. To control for the effect of central facial paralysis, and since the lower face predominantly receives contralateral innervation while the upper face receives bilateral innervation, the upper and lower face were assessed separately. Buccal-facial apraxia also was evaluated because of concern that it might influence the performance of LBDs on tasks of facial emotional expression.

Facial paralysis For upper face paralysis, pattern of wrinkles in the forehead, position of eyebrow, and size of eyelid were assessed for lower face paralysis, depth of the nasolabial fold, position of the corner of the mouth, and direction to which the middle of the mouth is pointing were assessed, according to standard procedures. For each of these parameters, asymmetry was rated as 1 (more paralysis on left), 2 (no asymmetry), or 3 (more paralysis on right). Faces were rated by two independent judges, with 84% complete agreement on a subsample of 67 observations; the mean of the two ratings was used in data analysis. Each subject received one score for the upper face (X of the three parameters) and one for the lower face (X of the three parameters). One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) on the asymmetry ratings revealed no difference among the three subject groups for the upper face. For the lower face
(F = 6.75; df = 2-40; p < 0.01), RBDs showed left-sided paralysis, LBDs right-sided paralysis, and NCs no paralysis/ asymmetry. Means for each subject group are displayed in table 1.

**Facial mobility** Subjects were instructed to make four unilateral facial movements, one involving eye (upper face) and three involving mouth (lower face). Each movement was made five times in succession on each side of the face. For each of these movements, each hemiface was rated as 1 (inadequate), 2 (partially adequate), or 3 (adequate). Two independent raters were in agreement for 83% of a subsample of 80 observations, and the mean of the two ratings was used for data analysis. Each subject received one score for the upper face and one for the lower face (x of the three movements). Two-way ANOVAs were conducted on the adequacy ratings to examine the effects of Group and Hemiface, separately for the upper and lower face. (See table 1 for group means.) While there was no main effect of Group for the upper face, there was an effect of Group for the lower face (F = 3.81; df = 2-40; p < 0.05), wherein LBDs (x = 2.06) and RBDs (x = 2.28) were more impaired than NCs (x = 2.56). There was a Group by hemiface interaction for both the upper (F = 7.56; df = 2-40; p < 0.005) and the lower (F = 5.02; df = 2-40; p < 0.01) faces. For both the upper and the lower face, the left hemiface was less impaired than the right among LBDs while the right was less impaired than the left among RBDs; there were no differences for NCs.

**Facial apraxia** Subjects were requested to perform four movements: suck through a straw, blow out a match, sniff a flower, and lick an envelope. Each movement was rated for execution as 1 (poorly or clumsily executed), 2 (slightly clumsy), or 3 (well-executed), and for accuracy as 0 (inaccurate) or 1 (accurate). To receive a score of 1 on accuracy, shape, movement (that is, direction), and location had to be correct. Since interrater complete agreement was high for both execution (84%) and accuracy (100%) on a subsample of 80 observations, the mean of the two ratings was used for each movement. Subjects received separate apraxia scores (x of the four movements) for execution and accuracy. Separate one-way ANOVAs examined the effect of Group. There was a significant main effect of Group for both execution (F = 8.73; df = 2-40; p < 0.001) and accuracy (F = 5.10; df = 2-40; p < 0.01). In both cases, LBDs were more impaired than RBDs or NCs. (See table 1 for group means.)

**Experimental procedures** Subjects were videotaped, as part of a larger study, while producing positive (that is, pleasant) and negative (that is, unpleasant) facial emotional expressions, under spontaneous and posed conditions. Valence categories (positive, negative) were based on findings from an earlier study of normal adults in which facial expressions were rated by trained judges for the degree of pleasant versus unpleasant affect.

For the spontaneous condition, slides designed to elicit expressions of positive and negative emotion were presented to the subject on a Singer Caramate projector. There were 10 positive and six negative slides. Positive slides were selected from each of four categories; pleasant scenes, scenic views, sexual material, and familiar people. Negative slides were selected from each of three categories: disgusting materials, sad scenes, and unusual photographs. Each category was represented by two slides, except for familiar people where there were four slides. For example, one positive slide showed a little baby picking flowers, and one negative slide depicted a surgical procedure. Subjects were seated facing a one-way mirror, behind which a videocamera recorded their facial expressions. Each of the slides was presented for 20 seconds; after the first 6 seconds, the subject was requested to describe his feelings about and reactions to the slide.

For the posed condition, subjects were requested to deliberately pose three positive (happiness, pleasant surprise, sexual arousal) and five negative (sadness, anger, fear, disgust, confusion) emotional expressions to oral command, such as "Look happy." The cue for the subject to actually pose the expression was "Ready, go." Expressions were posed two times, once in response to a verbal command and once in response to visual imitation. Both auditory verbal (oral vignettes) and visual nonverbal (photographs of prototypical expressions) instructions were used to avoid selectively priming one or the other hemisphere through the input modality. To keep the spontaneous and posed conditions as parallel as possible, no encouragement was given to maximize or intensify responses.

Two judges viewed the videotapes and rated each facial expression for responsibility, appropriateness, and intensity. For the spontaneous condition, the first complete facial expression following the onset of each slide was rated. For the
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posed condition, the expression following “Ready, go” was rated. Half of the videotapes (containing both emotional and non-emotional movements) were rated under normal viewing conditions and half were rated under mirror-image conditions; this was done to control for perceiver bias. Responsivity ratings were made on a two-point scale (0 = no, 1 = yes) based on rater consensus as to whether an expression had occurred or not. If an expression occurred, it was then rated for appropriateness and intensity. Appropriateness ratings were made on a two-point scale (0 = inappropriate, 1 = appropriate). For a response to be scored as appropriate, consensus of the two raters was necessary, and the facial expression had to be appropriate to the stimulus slide or command. For the spontaneous condition, the raters were familiarised with each of the 16 stimulus slides. For the posed condition, the raters were familiarised with photographic exemplars of prototypical facial expressions of happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, sexual arousal, and confusion. Overall, there was 98% complete agreement for the appropriateness ratings. Intensity ratings were made on a 7-point scale from “minimal” to “maximal” intensity. Since interrater agreement, determined on a subsample of observations, was high (Pearson’s r = +0.74), a mean score of the two ratings was used for this variable. The categorisation of emotional expressions as positive or negative was based on a priori classification schemes and on post hoc analyses. (Using Chi Square Tests, score distributions for all individual expressions within a valence category were compared to each other. Responsivity, appropriateness, and intensity were examined in both posed and spontaneous conditions, separately by subject group. Among the 468 Chi Square Tests conducted, only 4% were significant and no patterns emerged). For each of the three dependent variables (responsivity, appropriateness, intensity), subjects received a separate mean score for posed positive (the \( \bar{x} \) of the six expressions [three verbal, three visual]), posed negative (the \( \bar{x} \) of the 10 expression [five verbal, five visual]), spontaneous positive (the \( \bar{x} \) of the 10 slides) and spontaneous negative (\( \bar{x} \) of six slides) emotions.

Results

Group comparisons for emotional facial expression

A series of repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on the emotional facial expression variables, that is, responsivity, appropriateness, and intensity. For each variable, the effects of Group (RBD, LBD, NC), Condition (Posed, Spontaneous), and Valence (Positive, Negative) were examined in a 3 \( \times \) 2 \( \times \) 2 design. Only significant effects are reported, and the Newman-Keuls multiple comparison procedure was used for post hoc tests.

Responsivity The three-way ANOVA conducted on the responsivity scores yielded a significant main effect of Group (\( F = 3.64; \text{df} = 2.40; p < 0.05 \)). Using post hoc tests, the RBDs were significantly (\( p < 0.05 \)) less responsive than either the LBDs or NCs. (See table 2 for group means.) There also was a main effect for Condition (\( F = 69.62; \text{df} = 1.40; p < 0.001 \)), such that subjects were more responsive in the posed (\( \bar{x} = 0.89 \)) than in the spontaneous (\( \bar{x} = 0.48 \)) condition. Finally, there was a Condition by Valence interaction (\( F = 5.42; \text{df} = 2.40; p < 0.05 \)). Using post hoc tests to examine condition differences within each valence category, for the positive category, subjects were significantly more responsive in the posed (\( \bar{x} = 0.90 \)) than the spontaneous (\( \bar{x} = 0.43 \)) condition; for the negative category, again, subjects were significantly more responsive in the posed (\( \bar{x} = 0.87 \)) than the spontaneous (\( \bar{x} = 0.52 \)) condition. Using post hoc tests to examine valence differences within each condition, in the spontaneous condition, subjects were significantly more responsive on negative (\( \bar{x} = 0.52 \)) than positive (\( \bar{x} = 0.43 \)) expressions; there were no differences for the posed condition.

Appropriateness The three-way ANOVA conducted on the appropriateness scores yielded a significant main effect of Group (\( F = 4.05; \text{df} = 2.34; p < 0.05 \)). Using post hoc tests, the RBDs were significantly (\( p < 0.05 \)) more impaired than the NCs. (See table 2 for group means.) There also was a significant interaction between Group and Valence (\( F = 3.46; \text{df} = 2.34; p < 0.05 \)). Using post hoc tests to examine group differences within each valence category, RBDs (\( \bar{x} = 0.78 \)) were significantly (\( p < 0.05 \)) less appropriate than LBDs (\( \bar{x} = 0.91 \)) or NCs (\( \bar{x} = 0.95 \)) for positive emotions; the groups did not differ for negative emotions (RBDs = 0.88, LBDs = 0.84, NCs = 0.93). Using post hoc tests to examine valence differences within each group, RBDs had significantly more difficulty with positive (\( \bar{x} = 0.78 \)) than with negative (\( \bar{x} = 0.88 \)) emotions. There were no valence differences for LBDs or NCs. Finally, there was a main effect of Condition (\( F = 19.68; \text{df} = 1.34; p < 0.001 \)), such that subjects displayed more appropriate expressions during the spontaneous (\( \bar{x} = 0.95 \)) than during the posed (\( \bar{x} = 0.81 \)) condition.

Table 2 Mean scores (and standard deviations) for measures of emotional facial expression, by subject group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Score range</th>
<th>RBDs</th>
<th>LBDs</th>
<th>NCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsivity*</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0.59 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriateness*</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0.83 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity†</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>3.38 (0.60)</td>
<td>3.62 (0.65)</td>
<td>3.19 (0.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From impaired (low) to unimpaired (high).
†From minimal (low) to maximal (high).
Intensity  The three-way ANOVA conducted on the intensity scores yielded significant main effects for Condition (F = 9.66; df = 1.3; p < 0.005) and Valence (F = 6.11; df = 1.3; p < 0.05). Expressions were produced more intensely under posed (\(\bar{x} = 3.66\)) than spontaneous (\(\bar{x} = 3.12\)) conditions, and for positive (\(\bar{x} = 3.54\)) than negative (\(\bar{x} = 3.24\)) emotions. There were no significant main effects or interactions as a function of subject group. (See table 2 for group means.)

Relationships between responsivity, appropriateness, and intensity
To examine the relationships among the three measures of emotional facial expression, we intercorr related the scores for responsivity, appropriateness, and intensity. Based on the ANOVA findings reported above for emotional expression, since there was only one Group difference as a function of condition or valence, data were collapsed across these distinctions into one mean score for each expression variable. Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients were computed among the three expression variables separately for each subject group and for all subjects. These correlation coefficients are displayed in table 3. As can be seen in table 3, the only significant correlations were between responsivity and intensity. This was the case for both patient groups and for all subjects together. This finding suggests that the more responsive a subject was, the more intensely he expressed facial emotion.

The relationship between emotional expression and non-emotional movement
To examine the relationship between expression and movement, we correlated (Spearman rank-order) the scores for the three emotional facial expression variables (that is, responsivity, appropriateness, intensity) with scores for the six non-emotional facial movement variables: asymmetry of facial paralysis (upper, lower), adequacy of hemiface mobility (upper, lower), execution of praxis tasks, and accuracy of praxis tasks. This analysis was conducted only with the brain-damaged groups. For each expression variable, data were collapsed across condition and valence into one mean score. For hemiface mobility, the mean rating of the right and left hemifaces was used. RBDs and LBDs were treated separately. Among the 36 correlations computed (18 per patient group), there was only one significant (p < 0.05) correlation. (Since we were concerned that significant relationships might have been obscured by collapsing across the right hemiface and the left hemiface for the mobility ratings, the data were reanalysed with separate scores for each hemiface. Among the 24 correlations computed, 12 per patient group, only two were significant p < 0.05, and no systematic patterns emerged.) The lack of significant correlations (median rho = 0.11) suggests that the ability to make non-emotional facial movements is not related to the production of emotional facial expressions.

Discussion
The major purpose of this study was to assess systematically the effects of brain damage on the expression of facial emotion. It was hypothesised that patients with unilateral lesions of the right hemisphere would be more impaired on tasks of emotional facial expression than patients with lesions of the left hemisphere and normal controls. Examination of facial responsivity, appropriateness, and intensity suggested that patients with right hemisphere pathology, compared with patients with left hemisphere pathology or normal controls, were less responsive and less appropriate in their expression of facial emotion. For the appropriateness rating, this was only the case for the positive emotions. These findings were obtained for both posed and spontaneous expressions. There were no significant differences among the three groups in the intensity with which the facial expressions were produced.

The finding that RBDs were more impaired than LBDs and NCs in the expression of facial emotion lends support to the theory that the right hemisphere is dominant for emotional processing. While the bulk of evidence regarding the role of the right hemisphere in the facial expression of emotion has been based on studies examining facial asymmetry in normal subjects (for reviews, see1 2 42 43), this study examines the emotional facial behaviour of subjects with verified lesions in either the right or left cerebral hemisphere.

When valence of emotional expression was considered, there were no systematic differences between positive and negative emotions across the three dependent variables. When the interaction between valence and subject group was examined, valence did not discriminate between patient groups either for responsivity or for intensity. However, RBDs were found to be significantly less appropriate than LBDs.
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or NCs on positive emotions. This finding seems to converge with findings by Gardner and his colleagues on the deficit of right hemisphere patients for the appreciation of humorous materials. In general, our finding of a selective deficit in RBDs for positive emotion contrasts with the literature on facial expression in normal controls which has reported evidence for right hemisphere mediation of negative emotion and left hemisphere or bilateral mediation of positive emotion (see review in 1). It also contrasts with two previous clinical studies that also have considered this issue. Sackeim and colleagues found evidence for right hemisphere mediation of negative emotions and left hemisphere mediation of positive emotion, while Buck and Duffy found no significant differences between RBDs and LBDs as a function of valence. Differences in patient populations (for example, aetiology, lesion location, subject characteristics) and in methodologies examining emotional behaviour (such as, elicitation conditions, stimuli, rating schemes) could account for these differences in results. Additional studies with larger numbers of subjects and more careful delineation of lesion location are necessary to assess more precisely the relationship between valence and lesion site.

When examining the relationships among the three parameters of emotional expression, there was a significant correlation between responsivity and intensity but no relation between appropriateness and either of these variables. The neuropsychological literature suggests the possibility that the relationship between responsivity and intensity reflects an underlying dimension such as arousal. In the current study, we used responsivity as an indirect measure of arousal. If one has an arousal deficit, it is possible that the amplitude or intensity of a behavioural response also may be dampened. The finding that responsivity was the only variable for which RBDs were consistently impaired could be interpreted as support for a relationship between a deficit in arousal and some sort of right hemisphere dysfunction. There is a recent body of literature suggesting that arousal deficits are associated with the right hemisphere syndrome. For example, right hemisphere pathology has been associated with abnormal patterns of autonomic nervous system responding, as measured by heart rate and skin conductance, and also with increases in reaction time.

When we examined the influence of non-emotional facial movement on the three aspects of facial emotional expression among the brain-damaged subject groups, correlations were nonsignificant. The brain-damaged groups showed similar levels of performance on measures of both paralysis and mobility, indicating that group differences in facial mobility were not responsible for the lack of correlation. Although LBDs did demonstrate, as would be expected, significant impairments in bucco-facial apraxia, execution and accuracy measures of apraxia were not systematically related to our measures of facial emotional expression. These data, combined with data from related studies using normal subjects, argue for the dissociation between systems controlling facial emotional expression and non-emotional facial movement.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have observed deficits in the responsivity and appropriateness with which emotional facial expressions are produced as a function of right hemisphere pathology. These findings support the notion that the right hemisphere is dominant for certain aspects of facial emotional expression. The group differences for responsivity and the significant correlations between responsivity and intensity suggest that it may be fruitful for future research to examine the relationship between impairments in emotional facial expression and deficits in arousal among RBDs. Both patient groups had central facial paralysis and deficits in non-emotional muscular mobility on the hemiface contralateral to the lesion. The LBD group was apractic. It was not the case, however, that the ability to carry out specific facial expressions or to respond in emotional situations was affected by factors such as degree of facial paralysis, muscular facility, or bucco-facial apraxia.
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